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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 10/31/2022

Description 2022 Jayco Redhawk 26M, Jayco Redhawk Class C gas motorhome 26M
highlights: Queen Murphy Bed Rear Bath 50" LED HD Smart Fire TV U-Shaped
Dinette Cab Swivel Seats Outside Kitchen Enjoy a versatile space with the queen
Murphy bed and sofa combination which allows you to relax and watch the 50"
LED HD Smart Fire TV with fireplace below when sitting on the sofa or laying on
the bed. The rear full bathroom is spacious, and provides extra counter space,
linen storage, plus a space savings sliding door. The cook will love the galley
kitchen with everything nearby including a residential-size microwave, a pantry
and the 8 cu. ft. refrigerator. The cook can use the outside kitchen as well. Dine at
the U-shaped dinette or while outside sitting under the 19' electric awning, yet you
might chose the theater seating option if you like that type of comfort. And the
cab over bunk is sure to be a popular place to sleep when you have guests. With
any Jayco Redhawk Class C gas motorhome, the JRIDE® system features a
computer-balanced driveshaft to ensure a smooth and efficient power transfer to
the wheels, standard front and rear stabilizer bars, Hellwig helper springs to help
improve stability under heavy loads, and rubber isolation body mounts to absorb
road shock, dampen noise and minimize vibrations. The cab offers a Sony®
infotainment center with Apple CarPlay and Android Auto, backup and side-view
cameras for safety and easier parking, and a tire pressure monitoring system.
inside you will love the headroom with a 7-foot ceiling height, the LED-lit pressed
countertops and decorative kitchen backsplash, plus the stainless steel bathroom
sink when it is time to clean up. Looking for value, technology and comfort,
choose your favorite Redhawk today!
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Basic information Year: 2022
Stock Number: 72295A
VIN Number: 1FDXE4FN7NDC26865
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 28
GVW: 14500
Sleeps: 5
Slideouts: 1

Item address , Coldwater, Michigan, United States
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